Wrap-up
Thank You
Highlights

• LHC
  • Overview of the LHC upgrades and we learnt, again, that the machine has a challenging R&D and construction programme to deliver in order to allow tuning the delivered instant luminosity to requests from the experiments

• Alice and LHCb
  • Substantial upgrades executed essentially during LS2

• Bulk of Workshop about R&D and construction of ATLAS and CMS electronics upgrades
Highlights

• Generally talks have been clear, well thought through, and useful
• Several talks cover at least ATLAS and CMS and the effort from the speakers should be recognized and is highly appreciated
• In particular
  • Radiation Hardness talk Monday 17h20
  • High precision timing application talk Tuesday 14h00
Common ATLAS and CMS Electronics Systems workshop for LHC Upgrades – Issue 2018?

It appears logical to organize a workshop after release of the main detector TDRs
Thanks again